Fate and Fury (The Grey Wolves Series Book 6)

Readers in 40 countries voted for the
UtopYA 2013 awards! The Grey Wolves
Series was voted winner of Best
Supernatural Series of the Year! This series
is full of hot alpha males and a group of
crazy lol funny female BFFs. Seriously
people think Chealsa Handler meets Tina
Fey, thats how hard Ive laughed at times in
this series. Fate and fury is book 6!!! If you
havent even read book one STOP reading
this now, and go to your nearest
kindle/nook site to get started. ~Wine
Relaxation and MY Kindle FOR THE
LOVE OF ALL THINGS BOOKS!!!! Blog
Though her world is crashing down
around her, Sally holds out hope. The
Great Luna is not sitting idly by. She has
commanded the Fey council to call upon
the packsall of them. And though Cypher
looks for a way to open the Veil for
Desdemona, he struggles to protect Lilly
and the wolves at the same time. Peri, the
ever-courageous High Fae, and a
contingent of the remaining females of the
Romanian and Serbian packs, push on
through the rough Carpathian Mountains.
Though they are bound to the human
realm, they continue to search for a way to
cross over to the land of the Fey.
Meanwhile, in reluctant obedience to the
Great Luna, the Fey council sends
representatives to the far corners of the
globe, meeting with the pack Alphas. The
Fey must convince the Alphas of every
pack to lay aside their petty territorial
squabbles and battles of dominance. If they
refuse, both the humans and the
supernatural races will fall at Monas feet.
Sally holds to a shred of hope. Though
Vasile, Decebel, and their pack mates
endure the torture of the In-Between, living
their worst nightmares over and over, Sally
holds. Though she knows that it is only a
matter of time before their wolves take
over, she holds. Sally knows that if the
males die, then so too will their mates who
have performed the Blood Rites, including
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her best friends Jen and Jacque. Yet she
holds. If the males lose themselves to their
wolves and turn feral, so too do their
mates. Still she holds. Though Vasile, the
strongest Alpha in their history to unite the
wolves, is lost beyond the Veil, Sally
holds. Though Decebel, the only other
wolf besides Vaile strong enough to unite
the packs, suffers beyond the Veil, Sally
will hold. No one is left to unite their race,
and defeat Desdemona. Yet Sally still
holds. She holds out hope that the Great
Luna will not abandon them, cannot
abandon them. Throughout the centuries,
the Great Luna has always provided a
gypsy healer to the packs, especially in
times of great need. Now Sally is that
healer. Sally fears what role she has to play
in the defeat of Desdemona, but she will
play it. Though heaven and hell unite
against her, she WILL play it. For too long
the supernatural races have lived in
separation, warring amoungst themselves,
allowing trivial power plays and selfish
disputes to keep them from uniting. That
separation has made them weak. Now,
being summoned as a collective force to
the same land, will they come? Will they
come in numbers greater than have been
seen in centuries? Will they destroy each
other and save Mona the trouble, or will
they finally unite and fight as one
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